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Brand Basics

Maricarry aims to be a leading technology partner
for licensed growers, wholesalers and dispensaries
around the Pacific NW. Our vision is to create a platform that can support and grow local businesses by
fostering partnerships and transparency within the
market. By integrating our technology to comply with
state standards, we can provide businesses with security and the tools they need to optimize and thrive.
Keep these rules in mind when using our logo in your
own designs:
• Only show the icon in the brand-designated colors
(see page 4 for specifics).
• Don’t alter, rotate, or modify the logo.
• Maintain the logo proportions when scaling (scale
uniformly).
• Don’t alter the font used in conjunction with the logo
(the “maricarry” text that accompanies the icon) or
alter the font-to-icon ratio.
• Don’t animate the logo in any way that stretches,
distorts, and/or contorts it.
• Don’t encroach or surround the logo with other logos
or elements that obscure the logo in any way.
• Don’t accessorize the logo with extra elements (e.g.:
textures, speech bubbles, outlines, etc).
• Follow the guidelines in this document for usage on
photos, solid color backgrounds, and gradients.

White
Space

20px

When using the maricarry logo
with other graphic elements,
adequate white-space should be
provided for the brand to breathe
and be legible.

100%

White space may exceed the 1.5
ratio, but to ensure that the logo’s
legibility and impact is preserved
do not shrink it to smaller than 20
pixels in height.

150%

A 1 to 1.5 ratio should be used
when incorporated into another
design, as illustrated to the right.

Logo Spacing

The space between the logo’s icon and typeface is 5% of its
total width.
The best way to maintain this ratio is to keep the logo
grouped (as per the original logo file), and only ever scale
the logo uniformly (X and Y together).

100%

5%

Brand Color Guide

The full brand can be presented in default green &
navy, white, or black depending on usage:

• When placed over a solid color (other than white) a
white logo should be used.

on white

• When used over a photograph the logo should be
used in a white color with a 40% black tint overlay just
behind the logo layer to ensure visibility and legibility
of the logo.

• When placed on a white background the logo should
appear in default green & navy or black.

on black
on green

Icon Color Guide

When used as an isolated icon, the logo may appear
in solid green, white, or black depending on usage:

• When placed over a solid color (other than white) a
white logo should be used.

on white

• When used over a photograph the logo should be
used in a white color with a 40% black tint overlay just
behind the logo layer to ensure visibility and legibility
of the logo.

• When placed on a white background the logo should
be green or black.

on black
on blue

Our
Typeface
The font family for the Maricarry logo is a
modern sans-serif called Poppins by the
Indian Type Foundry.
When used in conjunction with the icon,
the typeface should always be Poppins
Bold and the name should be stylized in all
lowercase letters (“maricarry”) to maintain
brand consistency.
When used in written context (e.g.: in a
paragraph like this one) the name should
be used in proper English capitalization
convention:
“We’ve saved a ton of money and time
by incorporating Maricarry into our retail
business.”

Poppins
Black
Poppins
Bold
Poppins
Light

UX & UI
Considerations
To keep the user experience in our interfaces clean
and minimal our fonts, menus, background and overall
design adhere to 6 simple colors: white, black, navy,
blue, green, and mint.
When background photos are used with text on top,
the image should be set to “multiply” over one of the
brand colors and set to 15% opacity for maximum text
legibility and impact. Accompanying font should be
black or white for max contrast.

“I never knew
stock-keeping and
distribution could be
this simple.”

mc navy
cmyk: 100, 92, 28, 15
rgb: 37, 52, 109
hex#: 25346d
white
cmyk: 0, 0, 0, 0
rgb: 255, 255, 255
hex#: ffffff
mc blue
cmyk: 85, 66, 13, 1
rgb: 60, 96, 155
hex#: 3c609b

mc green
cmyk: 79, 9, 69, 0
rgb: 29, 167, 122
hex#: 1da77a
black
cmyk: 0, 0, 0, 100
rgb: 0, 0, 0
hex#: 000000
mc mint
cmyk: 47, 0, 46, 0
rgb: 137, 204, 163
hex#: 89cca3

UX & UI Message
Specific Color Usage

The only exception to brand colors is is on alert items:
text that conveys more input is needed on the part of
the user. These items purposely stand out from the rest
of the UI and call attention to needed action.
Success messages conversely are still “on brand”,
because they don’t need to call attention to errors
made in the UI.

Error Message Color
cmyk: 0, 70, 37, 0
rgb: 242, 113, 125
hex#: f2717d

Button Text

Success Message Color

Alert Message Color

Button Text

Button Text

cmyk: 47, 0, 46, 0
rgb: 137, 204, 163
hex#: 89cca3

cmyk: 0, 18, 78, 0
rgb: 255, 208, 84
hex#: ffd054

Misuse
Do not (mis)use the logo in
any of these ways:

Logo compressed horizontally.

Logo compressed vertically.

Logo outlined.

Icon-to-font ratio modified.

Icon-to-font ratio modified.

Icon modified/ reduced.

Non-brand colors used.

Logo misaligned.

Logo spacing modified.

Not enough logo contrast.

Logo elements added.

Additional questions
about how to use the
brand?

Contact us at
support@maricarry.com

